
Alicia Mullins

From: Ken Ludwig [kludwig@bgc.org]
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2000 11:09 AM
To: dpickett@swri.edu
Subject: Re: Isoplot/EX
Attachments: readme.pdf; isoplot.zip; ATTOO013.txt

Dave -

Here is the program. You will need to download the Testdata file and the manual from the Isoplot/Ex folder at
http://207.20.213.26.

Isoplot has had no QA whatsoever. Most of the algorithms (e.g. the U-series stuff, the x-y and x-y-z
regressions, the U-Pb algorithms,,,) are documented in published articles, though, and where specific
modifications are used they are generally indicated in the manual. Several other algorithms are from Press et
al's Numerical Recipes book, That may (or may
not) help. As far as code testing, nothing formal, except for my own Monte Carlo simulations where I thought it
advisable. Bottom line -- though the program has been in extensive use (more than 700 documented users in
my
database) for many years, many bugs have been found and corrected my myself and other users over the
years, and others almost certainly remain, most of which will only affect specific types of input data. Wish I
could give a blanket assurance of absolute reliability, but I've been humbled too many times.

Regards, Ken

At 09:24 AM 9/18/00 -0500, you wrote:
>Dear Dr. Ludwig,

>1 am interested in obtaining a copy of Isoplot/Ex, chiefly for
>conducting U-series and U-Pb calculations.

>1 also had a couple of questions. We at the CNWRA are contractors for
>the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, mostly for Yucca Mountain-related issues.
>The use of Isoplot for calculations to be used in publications or
>reports for the NRC requires some sort of QA basis. I know that
>lsoplot/Ex and/or its precursor Isoplot has been used at the USGS for
>Yucca Mountain work (perhaps even by yourself). Has the code undergone
>any sort of DOE QA approval process? If so, what versions? I'd
>appreciate any information that will make it easier for me to use Isoplot results in my reports.

>thanks,

>David Pickett, Ph.D.
>Research Scientist

>CNWRA
>Southwest Research Institute
>6220 Culebra Rd
>San Antonio, TX 78238
>(210) 522-5582 phone
>(210) 522-5155 FAX
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What is Isoplot/Ex 2?

Isoplot/Ex 2 is an add-in program that runs under Microsoft Excel, and is the successor
to both the old DOS version of Isoplot (which you can download directly from the
Isoplot website) and to Isoplot/Ex version 1. Isoplot/Ex provides tools for the ma-
nipulation and plotting of radiogenic-isotope data, especially U-Pb, 230Th-234U-238U
and Ar-Ar. To look at some of the things the program can do, download the User's
Manual from the Isoplot website at http://207.20.213.26.

What does Isoplot/Ex 2 Require?

You will need Windows Excel-97 or Macintosh Excel-98. The same program works
on both Windows and Mac platforms, and presumably on later versions of Excel as
well. There was an earlier, less powerful version (Isoplot/Ex 1.01) that runs under Ex-
cel 5 as well, but is no longer supported. Any Windows version will do for a PC,
which should have at least 32 Mb (preferably 64 Mb) of memory and a Pentium-class
processor. For Macintosh, G3 or G4 systems are strongly advised, though PowerMacs
with a 180 Mhz or faster CPU and at least 64. Mb of memory can be used at a signifi-
cant penalty in speed. With a Mac, you'll need to be able to allocate a lot of memory
(say 12 Mb with virtual memory, perhaps 16 Mb otherwise).

Obtaining Isoplot/Ex 2

You will need these files to run Isoplot/Ex 2: Readme.pdf, Manual.pdf, Testdata.xls,
and Isoplot.xla. The first three can be downloaded from the Isoplot/Ex ver. 2 folder in
the Isoplot website. However, to obtain the Isoplot.xla file, you must email a request
to me at kludwig@bgc.org, noting that you already have the first 3 files. There is no
charge - but please read the manual regarding installation and use of the program.

Installing Isoplot.xla

1. Rename any earlier versions of Isoplot.xla (e.g. to IsoplotOld.xla).

2. Find any files named IsoStat on your computer and delete them. Unless Isoplot/Ex
was never run on the computer before, the file should be found in the same folder
that the Excel application file exists (usually WProgram Files\Microsof! Of-
fice Office in Windows, or Microsoft Office on a Macintosh).

3. Open Excel and select Add-Ins from the Tools menu. Click on Select or Browse to
locate the Isoplot.xla file you have downloaded (on a Mac, specify List all types of
files). Select Isoplot.xla.



Isoplot will now be loaded every time you start Excel, and
can be invoked either from the Isoplot button ý, from the
Isoplot drop-down menu or by pressing Ctrl-I.
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Installation P'roblems

If you encounter error messages such as "Compile error in ... " or "Can't find project or li-
brary" when you first install and invoke Isoplot, the cause is usually one of the below:

Insufficient memory

This is particularly common on the Mac, and can be solved by assigning more
memory to Excel - at least 8 Mb, perhaps as much as 16 Mb (experiment). Make
sure Virtual Memory is enabled. Though memory problems are rare on Windows
machines, try closing Excel, close one or more other programs that are running,
and try again. Having 64 or more Mb of RAM is advisable.

Incomplete installation of Excel

Try a complete re-install of Excel from the CD, making sure to specify that all of
the Visual Basic modules are installed.
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Kenneth R. Ludwig
Berkeley Geochronology Center
2455 Ridge Road
Berkeley, CA 94709, USA
Phone: (510) 644-0225
Fax: (510) 644-9201
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